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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you.  This work is a collaboration between UNC-Chapel Hill, MPI Informatic, NVIDIA Research and Saarland University. We present an augmented reality display hardware prototype which employs deformable membrane mirrors to allow varifocal imaging with a wide field of view. 



Video Intro
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We present an augmented reality display hardware prototype which employs deformable membrane mirrors to allow varifocal imaging with a wide field of view. As the teapot moves further in depth, notice the camera autorefocusing on the real-world checkerboards.






Near Eye Displays (NEDs)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a simplified look at different types of Virtual and Augmented reality displays. This work presents a new class of near eye display: a deformable beamsplitter. A deformable beamsplitter is advantageous….



Deformable Beamsplitter
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• Dynamic focal depth

• Wide field of view

• Single element optics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A deformable beamsplitter is advantageous for several reasons including being able to provide a focus cues that match the real world, in a wide field of view with single element optics. I’m going to spend a few minutes discussing why this solution is advantageous. One of the long-term goals for near eye displays is recreating the visual aspects of the real world….



• Continuous function

• Resolution

• Frame rate

• No latency

• High dynamic range

• Wide field of view

• Focal depth

• Continuous function

• Resolution

• Frame rate

• No latency

• High dynamic range

• Wide field of view

• Focal depth

Recreating the Real World
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http://www.markoljubez.com/wordpress/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the long-term goals for near eye displays is recreating the visual aspects of the real world. The visual data is a continuous function: there is no definable resolution or frame rate, and there is no latency beyond the speed of light and our brains processing speed. It also has a high dynamic range and a wide field of view.  Depth cues come from both our binocular view and from our focusing ability. This work concentrates on adding focal depth to AR displays while simultaneously increasing the field of view and preserving the angular resolution.As we view objects in the real world at different depths…



Vergence and Accommodation
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Vergence distance

Accommodation distance

Real world

R. Narain, et al. "Optimal presentation of imagery with focus cues on multi-plane displays." ACM SIGGRAPH (2015)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we view objects in the real world at different depths, two things happen: our eyes turn to gaze toward the objects, which is called vergence, and our eyes change focus know as accommodation. These happen in synchronicity and are linked.When we view 3d content on a binocular display…
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Virtual image

Vergence distance

Accommodation distance

Stereoscopic display

R. Narain, et al. "Optimal presentation of imagery with focus cues on multi-plane displays." ACM SIGGRAPH (2015)  

Vergence and Accommodation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we view 3d content on a binocular display, an unlinking occurs. The vergence happens as it should, but the focal accommodation is fixed at the display’s optical depth. This creates both discomfort and fatigue in viewers and is a very large problem in both VR and AR. It doesn’t allow us to create a fully immersive display.In augmented reality, a lack of dynamic focal depth creates even more problems…



AR is more problematic

Virtual and real objects can’t be in focus together
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In augmented reality, a lack of dynamic focal depth creates even more problems, because we can still see the real world. When virtual and real objects are at different focal depths, they cannot be focused at the same time, so depth switching must occur. Each switch adds a delay of at least the length of the user’s accommodation adaptation; not an ideal situation. So having the virtual content match the real world is crucial.One criticism dynamic focal displays often face…



Presbyopia
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http://www.cvs.rochester.edu/yoonlab/research/pa.html
http://eyeglasses-asheville.com

• As we age, our focal adaptation 
weakens

• For those advanced in age, having 
fixed focus in VR can be good if it 
is the right focus

• Not so for optical see-through AR: 
when the real world needs to be 
corrected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One criticism dynamic focal displays often face is that as we age, our eyes progressively loose the ability to change focus. In VR with current head mounted displays this can be a great thing; set the focal depth to that of the current user, and now they have the eyes of a 20 year old. However this is not the case for optical see-through augmented reality, when the user can see the real world directly, it must be corrected. It is much easier to correct the real and virtual world together meaning that the virtual must match the real.



Evaluating Near Eye Displays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I discuss exactly how our display works, a simple progression of the optics for some previous displays will be presented. As we do so, I will elucidate some…



Provides Multiple Focal Depths

Evaluating Near Eye Displays 
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Field of View

Angular Resolution

Optics Complexity

Computational Load

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we do so, I will elucidate some of the key advantages and drawbacks of each approach.  First, whether the display does or does not provide multiple focal depths.I will also be doing a qualitative analysis of some different aspects of the display; field of view, angular resolution, optical complexity, and computational load.



Recreating the Real World
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Can’t focus closer than ~10cm 
depending on age

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start off with, any naive attempt to place a display near the eye will fail, because the human eye cannot focus closer than ~10cm depending on age.So, first thing we do is add a simple lens to the system….



Singlet Lens: a VR Display

Fixed focus depth

Large field of view is possible

Resolution may be high

Optics are simple

Computationally easy
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Examples Include:
Brewster (1856), Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Google 
Cardboard, Samsung Gear VR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, first thing we do is add a simple lens to the system which moves the focal depth further away to a comfortable range. This technique has been around for a long time and is the basis of almost all commercial virtual reality displays today. While it does not provide a dynamic focal depth, it does well in all the other qualitative measures. When designing such a display a choice must be made to choose at which focal depth the display will be fixed. This can be controlled by the power of the lens and placement of the lens and display.So, if we wanted to provide a dynamic focal depth, we could swap…



Varifocal Lens
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Dynamic focus depth

Limited field of view

Resolution is degraded

Optics are more complex

Computationally more difficult

Examples Include:
Konrad et al. (2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, if we wanted to provide a dynamic focal depth, we could swap the singlet lens with a varifocal one. This display would then be able to change the optical depth of the virtual image to any depth within its range.  Humans can only focus at a single depth, so this approach works well if the display can refocus faster than a human and it knows what depth it should be displaying.The varifocal lenses available today unfortunately have very small apertures which drastically limit the field of view while decreasing the resolution. The optics are also more complex and it requires more computational power to drive.Now if we wanted an Augmented Reality display….



Beamsplitter: Basic AR
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Fixed focus depth

Limited field of view

Resolution may be high

Optics are simple

Computationally easy

Examples Include:
Lincoln et al. (2017)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now if we wanted an Augmented Reality display, we could go back to our original singlet lens, and insert a beamsplitter.  We can now see the real world and augment it. However in moving the singlet lens further away from our eye, we again suffer from limited field of view. Additionally we are back to a fixed focus display.One way we can increase the field of view is by….



Curved Beamsplitter
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Fixed focus depth

Wide field of view

Resolution may be high

Optics are more complex

Computationally easy

Examples Include:
Meta 2, PhaseSpace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One way we can increase the field of view is by combining the singlet lens and the beamsplitter into a curved beamsplitter. This approach brings back the wide field of view, but requires hard to manufacture optics and still does not provide dynamic focal depths. Just like with the singlet lens, in the design of the display, by changing the curvature of the optical element, the virtual image can be set to any focal depth.This work presents a display which is able to….



Deformable Beamsplitter
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Dynamic focus depth

Wide field of view

Resolution decreases with depth

Optics are simple

Computationally harder

Examples Include:
Our work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This work presents a display which is able to dynamically change the curvature beamsplitter meaning the virtual image may be quickly set to any focal depth within its range and changed as needed.This approach inherits the advantages of a curved beamsplitter: augmented reality and wide field of view. But adds the ability to change focus depth while simplifying the optical design. It does require more computation and has some unique concerns with a changing resolution.So in the space of near eye displays…



Near Eye Displays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in the space of near eye displays, we can highlight the displays which provide multiple focal depths in green…



Near Eye Displays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
provide multiple focal depths in green, and we can add our qualitative analysis…



Near Eye Displays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
and we can add our qualitative analysis to see the comparison of our display to other near eye displays. See our paper for a more in-depth analysis.So what does a deformable beamspltter look like?[1] K. Aks¸it, J. Kautz, and D. Luebke. Slim near-eye display using pinhole aperture arrays. Applied optics, 54(11):3422–3427, 2015.[12] X. Hu and H. Hua. High-resolution optical see-through multi-focalplane head-mounted display using freeform optics. Optics express, 22(11):13896–13903, 2014.[13] H. Hua and B. Javidi. A 3d integral imaging optical see-through headmounted display. Optics express, 22(11):13484–13491, 2014.[14] F.-C. Huang, D. Luebke, and G. Wetzstein. The light field stereoscope. ACM SIGGRAPH Emerging Technologies, page 24, 2015.[18] H.-J. Kim, S.-K. Lee, M.-L. Piao, N. Kim, and J.-H. Park. Threedimensional holographic head mounted display using holographic optical element. In Consumer Electronics (ICCE), 2015 IEEE International Conference on, pages 132–133. IEEE, 2015.[24] D. Lanman and D. Luebke. Near-eye light field displays. ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG), 32(6):220, 2013.[27] S. Liu, D. Cheng, and H. Hua. An optical see-through head mounted display with addressable focal planes. In Mixed and Augmented Reality, 2008. ISMAR 2008. 7th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on, pages 33–42. IEEE, 2008.[28] A. Maimone, D. Lanman, K. Rathinavel, K. Keller, D. Luebke, and H. Fuchs. Pinlight displays: wide field of view augmented reality eyeglasses using defocused point light sources. ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG), 33(4):89, 2014. [33] G. W. R. Konrad, E.A Cooper. Novel optical configurations for virtual reality: Evaluating user preference and performance with focus-tunable and monovision near-eye displays. Proceedings of the ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI’16), 2016.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does a deformable beamspltter look like?  Here you can see our beamsplitter deforming and reflecting the checkerboard, while still showing the optics bench beneath.






System Overview

Membrane

Dynamic Pressure System

Membrane Tracking System

Eye Tracking System

Display

Eye Tracking 
Camera

Dynamic Pressure 
Module

Rigid 
Transparent 

Surface

Deformable 
Membrane

Pressure Chamber
Observer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our beamsplitter consists of a membrane fixed on an air tight chamber. We control the deformation of the membrane by modulating the air pressure within this chamber using a dynamic pressure system. In order to know the deformation of the membrane and to close the loop on the pressure system, we developed a membrane tracking system. Additionally, to know at which depth we should set our display, we employ an eye tracking system. I’ll go over each system individually and how each is used and interacts with the others. First off is the membrane itself…



Membrane Creation: Material

Polydimethylsiloxane [PDMS]
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• Silicon-based organic polymer

• Optically clear

• Viscoelastic material

• Sputter coated with silver to enhance 

reflection

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5boywxr8ot4
http://clearmetalsinc.com/technology/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off is the membrane itself.We needed an optically clear material that could deform to the desired curvatures without buckling. We ended up using Polydimethylsiloxane or PDMS which is a silicon based organic polymer that is optically clear and is visoelastic, meaning it deforms easily and will return to its original shape. This provided both the deformation and optical properties which we needed. We manufacture the membrane in our facility by first creating a 300 micrometer thin film membrane through spin coating. After our membrane is spin coated, we employ sputter coating to add a 50 nanometer layer of silver. This increases its reflectivity to be similar to a 60/40 beamsplitter.



Vacuum System

To Vacuum 
Source

Pressure 
Regulator

Control 
Solenoid 

Valve

Vent 
Solenoid 

Valve

Membrane 
Housing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next up is the dynamic pressure system. In order to deform the membrane to the shapes we require, all of the needed pressure differentials are in the ultra low range: less than 1 kilo Pascal.  No off-the-shelf electronic regulators can set those pressures. So we needed to create a custom solution.We use regulators to set a pressure differential of 5 kilo Pascals followed by solenoid valves to open and close the housing chamber and set the needed deformation. To know the deformation of the membrane….



LED Camera System

Feedback to know the shape of the membrane

As the membrane deforms the LED’s reflection 
moves

Blob detection is used to locate and track the 
motion

Uses infrared light to not distract the user
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To know the deformation of the membrane we wanted a feedback system to close the loop. We use a IR LED and camera system to generate optical feedback. As the membrane deforms the reflection of the LED moves, We use blob detection to track it across the camera image.Because vergence and accommodation are linked….



Gaze Tracker

Pupil-labs off-the-shelf tracker

120 Hz camera

Binocular tracking

Depth from vergence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because vergence and accommodation are linked, we can know what depth to set our display by calculating the user’s vergence point and measuring its depth. For our gaze tracking system we are using pupil-labs hardware and software. It is a robust system that once setup is easy to use and calibrate. The open source software allows us to integrate only the portions of their code which we need.

http://youtube.com/v/BQx14m7u6Oc


Complete System

Display (rear)

Left LED Camera (reflected)

Eye trackers

Membranes
Vacuum Input

Right IR LED (reflected)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see our display with all the systems attached. Display, membrane, vacuum, LED system, eye trackers.Now we will look at some of the results for this display…



Field of View
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will look at some of the results for this display.This is a figure showing the typical field of view of the human right eye.  It is monocular for easy comparison to other displays as stereo overlap is not commonly reported. The central point is directly in front of the head and the greyed out region represents views which are blocked by the brow on top, nose on the left and cheek on the bottom. The numbers represent degrees from the center.A typical consumer AR display…. 



Field of View
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A typical consumer AR display can cover a small region in the center of the field of view, but lacks any information in the periphery.Our display moves toward covering the whole field of view….



Field of View
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Monocular FOV:
75° diagonal
55° horizontal
65° vertical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our display moves toward covering the whole field of view and as seen here greatly improves upon the common consumer-level displays. In more marketable numbers, a single eye has a 75 degree field of view.



Focal Depth

7 diopter range (15cm - infinity)

Under 300ms from far to near

Under 300ms from near to far

Far Display

Near Display

Our Display

Far Display

Near Display

Our Display
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10 m
0.5 m

Near Display

Far Display

Our Display

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can see the our displays focal capabilities. For the pictures on the right, we set up two real world displays in addition to our display. One at half a meter and one at 10 meters. In the images the top checkerboard is on the far, 10 meter, display. The middle checkerboard is on our varifocal display and the bottom checkerboard is on the near, half a meter display.The images on the left are both taken with our display set to 10 meters and the right ones are both at half a meter, while the top row has the camera focused at 10m and the bottom row is the camera focused at half a meter. Notice the middle checkerboard matching the focus of the real world checkerboards as our display matches the camera focal depth.



Focus Consistency
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The optical quality of our imagery changes across the surface of the membrane. Here you can see insets showing an approximation of the point spread function of the display in different regions. The red inset being ideal sharp focus while the blue inset displaying the typical degradation toward the periphery. The green inset illustrates a region of the membrane which is not properly attached to the housing and exhibits very large point spread, but is atypical and easily fixed.



Image Distortion
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Near Mid Far

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One unique challenge of our approach is a constantly changing image distortion as the membrane deforms. Here you can see the differences as we go from near to far. In order to correct this, we choose 8 depths, at 1 diopter intervals and



Distortion Correction
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Distortion VolumeLookup Table

Grey code sequence 

Pixel map Angle map 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
perform a static calibration using grey code sequences to generate a post render warp lookup table.At runtime, we linearly interpolate between the two nearest maps to get the proper distortion correction for any given depth.



Perceptual Experiment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to validate the advantage of our varifocal display, we performed a user study.  Our setup included our display and two real world displays placed at 25cm and 5m distance from the participant’s eye. We presented two stimulai simultaneously; one on a real world display and one on our virtual display. Participants were tasked with determining whether the two shapes were oriented in the same direction, or in different directions within a fixed period of time.Our results show an increase in correct responses as the….



Perceptual Experiment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our results show an increase in correct responses as the depth of our display approached the depth of the real world display. This graph shows the proportion of correct responses as a function of the focal distance of our display. The two points marked by rectangles are points where the reference and the test distances matched meaning the performance is expected to be the best. From these results, we conclude that the varifocal properties of our device improve the user performance in tasks that require simultaneous observation of the virtual and the real worlds.



Conclusions
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• Dynamic focus depth

• Wide field of view

• Single element optics

• Reasonable resolution

• Achievable computation requirements

• Moves towards solving vergence-

accommodation conflict

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created a new class of dynamic focus augmented reality display which moves toward solving vergence accommodation conflict while providing a wide field of view by using single element optics. Our display does not suffer from many of the drawbacks which other displays exhibit, and is a substantial step toward a functional augmented reality display.



Future work
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• Minimize the form factor
• Increase the light efficiency
• Improve the angular resolution
• Improve the far depth optical quality
• Explore different methods of deformation
• More complex user studies to confirm the properties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a lot of work left to do in this area, and we will be continuing to work on decreasing the size, and increasing its performance. The biggest thing we need to work on is changing the method of deformation. Consumers will not want to walk around carrying vacuum pumps and valves. We are exploring many options including magnetic and electro-static deformation to address this problem.We also aim to perform additional user studies to further validate our display and to explore how focal cues are able to enhance the functionality of near-eye displays.
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Thank you for your time.









Complete System

Display (rear)

Eye trackers

Membranes

Vacuum Input



HUMAN SENSORY SYSTEM

M. Abrash. Keynote. Oculus Connect 2 (2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary goal of any augmented reality system is to provide inputs to a users sensory system which are indistinguishable from the real world. If done well the it can create the illusion of presence. We would like to improve the current technology to create this feeling of presence.Lets take a closer look at how our visual system perceives the world…



RECREATING THE REAL WORLD VISUALLY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The visual information we perceive from the world is complex and multi-faceted. If we hope to be able to recreate it, we must understand not only how it functions but also how we perceive it.



T. Shibata, et al. "The zone of comfort: Predicting visual discomfort with stereo displays." Journal of vision (2011)
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• Depth of field 
provides some 
leeway

• Fatigue and 
discomfort main 
symptoms

Zone of Comfort



REAL OBJECTS VS VIRTUAL OBJECTS

Virtual image

Real world 
object Real world object
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LIGHTFIELD DISPLAYS

Virtual images

Vergence distance

Accommodation distance

Lightfield display

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lightfield displays attempt to recreate a the light field of a scene by controlling both the position and angle of the light. 



• Sacrifice resolution and create artifacting

LIGHTFIELD DISPLAYS
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• Control position and angle 
of the light

• Lenslet array

• Stacked spatial light 
modulators or other optical 
elements

D. Lanman, and D. Luebke. "Near-eye light field displays." ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG) (2013)
H. Hua, and B. Javidi. "A 3d integral imaging optical seethrough head-mounted display." Optics express
(2014)
F. Huang, et Al. "The light field stereoscope: immersive computer graphics via factored near-eye light field displays with focus
cues." ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG) (2015)
S. Lee, C. Jang, S. Moon, J. Cho, and B. Lee. "Additive light field displays: realization of augmented reality 
with holographic optical elements." ACM Transactions on Graphics (TOG) (2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The position and angle are controlled in a variety of manners usually by either lenslet arrays or stacked spatial light modulators. The figure here is explains the mechanism of a lenslet array. This displays require heavy computation, sacrifice resolution, and suffer from various artifacts such as diffraction and th implicit nature of pushing a six dimension input though a 4 dimensional system.Nature of incoherint light can’t subtract 
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MULTIPLANE DISPLAYS

Virtual images

Vergence distance

Accommodation distance

Multiplane display

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another approach is multiplane displays, which stack virutal image planes in space to generate depth. 



MULTIPLANE DISPLAYS
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• Beamsplitters and mirrors

• 3 depth planes

• 12 Hz refresh

• 1.31 diopter range

• Cannot be shrunk into a small form factor with 
wide FOV

• Could be see-through
Akeley et al. [2004]

K. Akeley, et al. "A stereo display prototype with multiple focal distances."ACM transactions on graphics (TOG) (2004)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This early work



MULTIPLANE DISPLAYS
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• Dualfocal lenses and time-multiplexed display

• 4 depth planes

• 45 Hz refresh

• 1.8 diopter range

• Lenses adjust quickly  (<1ms)

• Not see-through

Love et al. [2009]

G. Love, et al. "High-speed switchable lens enables the development of a volumetric stereoscopic display." Optics express
(2009)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
are additive. Cannot be shrunk easily. Complex computation.
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VOLUMETRIC DISPLAYS

Virtual images

Vergence distance

Accommodation distance

Volumetric display

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic mechanism of a volumetric display is to sweep an optical plane through the volume at a very high frequency so that any depth within the volume can be represented accurately. Obviously this requires a high speed light engine and has a heavy computational load.



Alan C. Traub. "Stereoscopic Display Using Rapid Varifocal Mirror Oscillations." Applied Optics 6 (1967)

VOLUMETRIC DISPLAYS

• Vibrating membrane mirror

• Refresh dictated by speed of 
display/depth resolution

• Defined volumetric range

• Small diagonal FOV

• Not see-through

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By reflecting an image on a deformable mirror, as was done here, a volumetric display is created. The image is optically swept through the display volume as the membrane vibrates. This works well and has been demonstrated on multiple systems since the late 60s. It is not traditionally a see-through display.



VOLUMETRIC DISPLAYS
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• Mirror membrane light engine with 
freeform optics

• 1kHz / depth resolution

• 3 diopter range (33 cm to infinity)

• 40° diagonal FOV

• See-through

X. Hu, and H. Hua. "High-resolution optical see-through multi-focal-plane head-mounted display using freeform 
optics." Optics express (2014)

Hu and Hua [2014]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A more recent take on the topic creates a see through display using a light engine incorporating a mirror membrane and freeform optics to steer and combine the light. The depth resolution combined with the speed of the light source - 1 kHz for the one they used - dictates the refresh rate. 3 diopters but only 40 degree FOV. High computation.
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VARIFOCAL DISPLAYS

Virtual images

Vergence distance

Accommodation distance

Varifocal display

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human eyes are only able to focus at one depth at a time. Using that, at any given time a varifocal display will present images at a single depth, but the focal plane can move through space as the user refocuses to a different depth. Thus no matter where the user focuses within the operational range of the device, they will see virtual objects at that depth clearly.



VARIFOCAL DISPLAYS
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• Focus-tunable lenses in standard VR 
head mounted display

• 15 ms focus adjustment

• 9.5 diopter range (11 cm to infinity)

• 26°(H) × 26°(V) FOV

• Not see-through

R. Konrad, E.A Cooper, G. Wetzstein. "Novel optical configurations for virtual reality: Evaluating user 
preference and performance with focus-tunable and monovision near-eye displays." Proceedings of the 
ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI) (2016)

Konrad et Al. [2016]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One such device was presented at CHI this year. The lenses of an Oculus Rift were replaced with focus-tunable lenses. They operated at a fast rate - only 15ms to change depth, and were capable of a great range of depth. However they severely decreased the FOV of a typical Rift, and are not capable of being a see-through device.
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Focus
mechanism

See-
through FOV

Angular
resolution Optics Form factor

Computational
demand

Free-form optics [13] light fields yes small high complex moderate high
Near-eye   light   field dis-
plays [24] light fields no small low simple thin high

Light field stereoscope
[14] light fields no large low simple moderate high

Pinlight displays [28]
always-in-
focus yes large low simple thin moderate

Pinhole displays [1]
always-in-
focus no large low simple thin moderate

Holographic   optical  
elements [18] holographic yes N/A N/A complex N/A high

Multi-focal plane displays
[12] multi-plane yes small high complex bulky high

Focus tunable light
engine
[27]

varifocal yes small high moderate N/A N/A

Focus tunable lenses [33] varifocal no small moderate moderate moderate moderate
This work varifocal yes large moderate simple bulky moderate
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System Overview

Virtual Image Focal Plane
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A. C. Traub. "Stereoscopic Display Using Rapid Varifocal Mirror Oscillations." Applied Optics 6 (1967)
P. Mills, H. Fuchs, S. Pizer. “High-Speed Interaction On A Vibrating-Mirror 3D Display.” SPIE (1984)
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Our system is in the varifocal family, but operates using a beamsplitter membrane which deforms just like a vibrating membrane mirror. However, it is not a volumetric display. Rather than sweeping the space, we hold a shape to create a single focal depth. We use air pressure to deform the membrane and move the focal depth through space. Additionally we employ eye tracking so that we can set our depth to match the user’s focus.



Membrane Creation: Material

Polydimethylsiloxane [PDMS]

Silicon-based organic polymer
Optically clear, viscoelastic material

Y. Yang, S. Jeong, L. Hu, H. Wu, S. W. Lee, Y. Cui. “Transparent lithium-ion batteries.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. (2011) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5boywxr8ot4
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Combine to one slide for all membrane stuffWe needed an optically clear material that could deform to the desired curvatures without buckling. It would also be beneficial if it was able to reflect a larger portion of the display’s light. We ended up using Polydimethylsiloxane or PDMS which is an optically clear viscoelastic silicon-based organic polymer. This provided both the deformation and optical properties which we needed.



Membrane Creation: Spin Coating

Create a uniform thin film 
membrane

Able to control thickness: by varying 
amount of material and rate of 
spin

Our membranes are 300μm thick

Membrane AR – Dunn et al. 58
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Our process of creating a thin film membrane is spin coating. The video on the left shows it in action. A smooth disc of silicone is covered by an amount of PDMS, which is then spun at a set speed. Both of these contribute to the final thickness. Our current membranes are 300um thick. This produces a transparent membrane that can be deformed, however we also wanted it to act as a beamsplitter. In order to do that we employed sputter coating.



Membrane Creation: Sputter Deposition

Deposit a thin film consisting of 
50nm silver

Creates a 60/40 beamsplitter
More light reflected to the viewer

http://clearmetalsinc.com/technology/
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Sputter coating is a method to deposit a thin film of metal or other material on a substrate. So after our membrane is spin coated, we coat it with 50nm of silver. This increases its reflectivity to be similar to a 60/40 beamsplitter.



Reflection is Wavelength Dependent
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Perceptual Experiment
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• The depth-of-focus: the perceptual tolerance of the human eye to 
retinal defocus

• Typically 0.3 diopters for high contrasts and bright lighting conditions
• Increases for the retina periphery, e.g., ~2.5 diopters for 5 degrees of 

eccentricity

Depth-of-Focus

Wang and Ciuffreda, Vision Research 2004

Increases in dark conditions 
rod vision is characterized by a lower visual acuity



Accommodation Response

• Step change of fixated object depth
• Smooth and steady accommodation increase 

• up to 1 second to achieve the full accommodation state
• ~300 ms latency

Bharadwaj and Schor, Vision Research 2004
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Presentation Notes
Accommodation is programmed fairly independently from the eye movement. Its latency is long (~1/3 sec) and it¹s not a ballistic (unlike the saccade which is), so the response is somewhat slow as the visual system samples the resulting retinal image to determine if more accommodation is needed. 



Chromatic Aberration
• Poor spatial information for wavelengths that do not converge at the plane of 

focus
• Accommodation can adjust the focus for any wavelength, but only for one 

wavelength
• Approximate defocus: ][

2141.0
63346.07312.1)( mD µλ

λ
λ

−
−=

Differences in optical power required to bring each wavelength into focus

Wandell 1995

Focus for 578nm
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Figures 2.22 and 2.23
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